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Abstract

In this paper the issue of detecting and handling outliers in the GARCH����� model
is addressed� Simulation evidence shows that neglecting even a single outlier has a
dramatic on parameter estimates� To detect and correct for outliers� we propose an
adaptation of the iterative in Chen and Liu ������ JASA�� We generate the critical
values for the relevant test statistic� and we evaluate our method in an extensive simu	
lation study� An application to several weekly stock return series shows that correcting
for a few outliers yields substantial improvements in out	of	sample forecasts�
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� Introduction

The Generalized Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity �GARCH� model often is

applied to describe and forecast volatility clustering in �nancial returns data� see Bollerslev�

Chou and Kroner ����	
� Typically� the GARCH model which is considered in practice

is of order ����
 which� roughly speaking� corresponds with an ARMA����
 model for the

conditional variance� see Bollerslev �����
� Volatility clusters usually emerge as sequences

of outliers� Additional to these outliers� it may occur that �nancial returns series contain

other atypical observations such as additive or innovation outliers� see Hotta and Tsay

�����
 for a recent classi�cation of outliers in GARCH models�� Economic arguments for

the possible presence of atypical observations are given in� for example� Friedman and

Laibson �����
�

In this paper� we address the issue of detecting and handling outliers in the GARCH����


model� For this purpose� we adapt the outlier detection method proposed in Chen and

Liu ����
� In a recent paper� Franses and Ghijsels �����
 apply this method for similar

purposes� but these authors consider an inconvenient de�nition of oultiers in the context

of a GARCH model� Here we consider a more naturally de�ned contamination model�

based on one of the representations in Hotta and Tsay �����
� Sakata and White �����


also focus on outliers in GARCH models using robust estimation methods� whereas we use

the iterative scheme of Chen and Liu ����
� which amounts to a method which is rather

easy to use�

The outline of this paper is as follows� In Section 	� we use Monte Carlo simulations

to examine the impact of neglecting outliers on parameter estimates in the GARCH����


model� We �nd that neglecting even a single outlier �of moderate magnitude
 already

has a dramatic impact on these parameter estimates� In Section � we put forward our

adaptation of the Chen and Liu ����
 method for the case of outliers in the GARCH����


model� We generate critical values of the relevant test statistic and we evaluate its empirical

performance in an extensive simulation study� In Section �� we apply our method to �

weekly returns series for international stock indexes� We �nd that there are only a few

outliers in each series� but that these have signi�cant impact on the parameter estimates�

Also� when we take care of these outliers� we obtain substantial improvements in out�of�

sample forecasts of conditional volatility� In Section �� we conclude with some remarks�

�



� The e�ect of neglecting outliers

To gauge the importance of taking care of aberrant observations in a GARCH process�

we consider the e�ect of neglecting a single outlier on the parameter estimates in a

GARCH����
 model�

For this purpose� we consider the following model for an observed time series et� con�

sisting of a GARCH����
 process �t which is contaminated with outliers� that is�

et � �t � � � sgn��t
It�t � � �� t � �� � � � � n� ��


�t � zt
p
ht� �	


ht � �� � ���
�
t�� � ��ht��� �


where sgn is the sign function� It�t � � � � � if t � � and zero otherwise� � is a non�zero

constant� zt is an i�i�d� process with zero mean and unit variance� and n denotes the sample

size� Hence� et is for example a �nancial returns series with an aberrant observation at

time � � As �t is assumed to be uncorrelated with its own past� this aberrant observation

can be labeled both an additive and an innovation outlier� Below� we will return to this

issue in more detail�

We perform the following experiment to examine the impact of neglecting the outlier

at time � on the maximum likelihood �ML� estimates of the parameters ��� �� and ���

Arti�cial series �t are generated according to �	
��
� with ���� ��
 � ���	� ���
� ���	����
�

��������
 and ��������
� which are typical values encountered in practice� The intercept ��

is set equal to �� � � � �� � ��� such that the unconditional variance of �t is equal to �

for all combinations of �� and ��� The innovations zt are drawn from a standard normal

distribution� We generate series �t� t � �	����	��� � � � � �� �� � � � � n with n � 	�� or ����

The necessary starting values ������ and h���� in �
 are set equal to their unconditional

expectation� that is� equal to �� The �rst 	�� observations of each series are discarded to

avoid that the results depend on these initial conditions� Next� the series et is obtained by

adding a single outlier according to ��
 at � � b	nc� where b�c denotes integer part� We

set 	 � ����� Results for other values of 	 suggest the same qualitative conclusions� The

magnitude of the outlier is varied among � � f�� � �� �� �g� Estimates of the parameters

of a GARCH����
 model for the observed et series are obtained using maximum likelihood

with analytic gradients� as advocated by Fiorentini� Calzolari and Panatoni �����
� The

starting values for the parameters are determined from the �rst � autocorrelations of e�t �

	



Figures ��� show �kernel estimates of
 the empirical distributions of the di�erent pa�

rameter estimates� based on ���� replications�

� insert Figures ��� about here �

Figures �� are concerned with n � 	��� and Figures ��� with n � ���� Figures � and

� display the outcomes for ��� Figures 	 and � for ��� and Figures  and � for ���

The results for the intercept parameter �� indicate that the parameter estimates get

less precise when the magnitude of the neglected outlier increases� Apparently� this holds

for both sample sizes and for all four combinations of �� and �� considered in the simulation

experiment�

Neglecting a single outlier has a dramatic impact on the estimate of ��� This estimate

clearly is biased towards zero� especially for large outliers� Again this holds for all four

sets of parameter and for the two sample sizes�

Finally� the empirical distributions depicted in Figures  and � indicate that for a small

sample� the estimate of �� is biased towards unity� For the larger sample size� we do not

observe such a clear�cut tendency�

In sum� neglecting a single outlier has a substantial impact on parameter estimates�

even in samples as large as ��� observations� These simulation results clearly suggest the

need for a method that can detect and handle aberrant observations in a GARCH����


model�

� Outlier detection

In this section we outline the outlier detection method� We generate critical values for the

test statistic and we examine the empirical performance of our method�

��� Method

Consider the following model for an observed time series et� consisting of a GARCH����


process �t contaminated with an outlier

et � �t � �It�t � � �� ��


�t � zt
p
ht� ��


ht � �� � ���
�
t�� � ��ht��� ��






where the variables are as de�ned before� The parameters in the model for the conditional

variance ht of �t are assumed to satisfy the restrictions �� 
 �� �� 
 �� �� 
 � and

�� � �� � �� such that the process is second�order stationary� see Bollerslev �����
� The

GARCH����
 model ��
 can be rewritten as an ARMA����
 model for ��t �

��t � �� � ��� � ��
�
�
t�� � �t � ���t��� ��


where �t � ��t � ht� Franses and Ghijsels �����
 take ��
 as the starting point for their

detection method� This means that implicitly the outlier is de�ned in terms of the squares

of the observed time series� as

e�t � ��t � ��It�t � � ��

The de�nition of an outlier as in ��
 is however a more natural one� Furthermore� de�ne

the lag polynomial 	�L
 � �� 	�L� 	�L
� � � � � as

	�L
 � ��� ��L

����� ��� � ��
L


� �� � ��L� ���L
� � ���L

� � � � � 
��� ��� � ��
L


� �� ��L� ����L
� � ���

�
�L

� � � � � �

��


Hence� 	j � ���
j��
� for j � �� 	� � � � � This allows ��
 to be written as

�t � 	�L
��t � ����� ��
�

This expression is used extensively below�

To examine the e�ects of outliers in this context� consider the case where a single outlier

occurs at t � � � that is� the observed time series et � �t for all t � �� � � � � n with t �� � �

while e� � �� � �� The conditional variance ht is unobserved� but it can be estimated as

het � �� � ��e
�
t�� � ��h

e
t��� ��


For simplicity� we assume that the parameters ��� �� and �� in the GARCH����
 model ��


are known� In practice these parameters are of course unknown and have to be estimated

from the data� Under the null hypothesis of no outlier contamination� �quasi
 ML estimates

of the GARCH parameters are consistent and asymptotically normal� see Lee and Hansen

�����
 and Lumsdaine �����
�

�



Under the assumptions made above� we have het � ht for t � � � and

he��� � �� � ��e
�
� � ��h

e
�

� �� � ����� � �
� � ��h�

� h��� � ����
� � 	��� 
�

he��� � �� � ��e
�
��� � ��h

e
���

� �� � ���
�
��� � ���h��� � ����

� � 	��� 



� h��� � ������
� � 	��� 
�

and in general

he��j � h��j � �j��
� ����

� � 	��� 
 for j � �� 	� � � � � ���


When computing the conditional variance according to ��
 from the observed time series

e�� � � � � en� certain assumptions have to be made concerning the necessary starting values

in the recursion� Usual practice is to set both e� and he� equal to the sample mean of

the squared series� �
n

Pn
t�� e

�
t � In case the time series is observed with contamination� this

obviously a�ects the starting values and� consequently� the entire sequence of conditional

variances� Because this e�ect is of order �n in case only a single outlier occurs� we ignore

this here�

De�ne vt � e�t � het � Then

vt � �t for t � ��

v� � e�� � he� � ���t � �
� � h�

� �� � �� � 	��� �

v��j � e���j � he��j

� ��t�j � h��j � �j��
� ����

� � 	��� 


� ���j � �j��
� ����

� � 	��� 
 for j � �� 	� � � � �

Recalling the de�nition of the lag polynomial 	�L
� we can summarize the above as

vt � ��� � 	��� 
	�L
It�t � � � � �t� ���


Notice that ���
 can be interpreted as a regression model for vt� that is�

vt � �xt � �t� ��	


�



with

xt � � for t � ��

x� � �

x��k � �	k for k � �� 	� � � � �

and

� � f��
 � �� � 	��� � �� � 	��e� � �
 � ��� � 	�e� � ��


The parameter � in ��	
 can be estimated by least squares� that is�

����
 �

�
nX

t��

x�t

���� nX
t��

xtvt

�
� ���


Solving ��
 for �� it follows that

� � e� �
p
e�� � �� ���


Hence� from the estimate ����
� the magnitude of the outlier at t � � can be estimated as

����
 �

�������
� if e�� � ����
 � ��

e� �
q
e�� � ����
 if e�� � ����
 
 � and e� 
 ��

e� �

q
e�� � ����
 if e�� � ����
 
 � and e� � ��

���


Notice that in ���
 we assume that the outlier � is of the same sign as the observed time

series and� as j����
j � je� j� is of the same sign as the realization of the core process �� �

Hence� the possibility of sign reversal is excluded�

To obtain a statistic which can be used to test for the presence of an outlier at t � � �

which follows a similar strategy as in Chen and Liu ����
 and Tsay �����
� consider the

t�statistic of ����
�

t��	�
 �
����


��

�
�f	�

��

	Pn
t�� x

�
t


 �f	�

��

����� � ���


where �� is an estimate of the standard deviation of �t� and where it follows from ��


that

�f��


��
� �	� � 	e� � 	�

�e�
��

� 	e� �

One can then test for an outlier at time t � � by comparing t��	�
 with an appropriate

critical value�

�



Before we turn to determining critical values in the next subsection� we �rst proceed

with a few remarks� As discussed in Chen and Liu ����
� the properties of the t�statistic

���
 depend quite crucially on the estimate of the residual standard deviation �� that is

used� This is even more true here� as �t in ��	
 is not an i�i�d� process� Recalling that

�t is de�ned as �t � ht�z
�
t � �
� it is immediately seen that �t is heteroskedastic� while

the support of the distribution of �t changes every period� Some experimentation with

di�erent estimators for �� suggests that both the leave�one�out estimator applied to the

vt series �which is one of the suggestions of Chen and Liu� ���
 and the usual sample

standard deviation of the residuals ��t form the regression ��	
 perform reasonably well� It

appears that it is not a good idea to use a heteroskedasticity�consistent standard error for

����
� that is� replacing the denominator of ���
 with�
nX

t��

x�t

���� nX
t��

���txt

�

��
nX

t��

x�t

���
� ���


For realistic values of the parameters �� and �� in the GARCH����
 model� the implied

value of the regressor xt�j � �	j � ����j��
� approaches zero quite rapidly as j increases�

which makes the estimator ���
 rather unreliable�

In contrast to the outlier detection statistics in the procedures of Tsay �����
 and Chen

and Liu ����
� the t�statistic t��	�
 is not asymptotically standard normal distributed for

�xed � � Rather� the distribution depends on the parameters �� and �� in the GARCH����


model� Intuitively� as either �� or �� increases� the kurtosis of �t increases is given by

�� �
��� ��� � ��


��

�� ��� � ��
� � 	���
� ���


under the additional assumption that zt is i�i�d� standard normal� Note that �� is always

larger than the normal value of � and �nite if ��� � ��

� � 	��� � �� A larger value of ��

in turn increases the probability of large realizations of �t� The observation et then has to

become even larger before it is to be viewed as an outlier�

In practice the location of possible outliers is of course unknown� An intuitively plau�

sible test statistic is the maximum of the absolute values of the t�statistic over the entire

sample� that is

tmax���
 � max
����n

jt��	�
j� �	�


The distribution of tmax���
 is highly non�standard and again depends on the parameters

of the GARCH process which is speci�ed for �t� as we will see below�

�



Finally� the outlier detection method for GARCH models consists of the following steps�

�i
 Estimate a GARCH����
 model for the observed series et� obtain estimates of the

conditional variance het and construct the series vt as vt � e�t � het �

�ii
 Obtain estimates ����
 for all possible � � �� � � � � n using ���
 and ���
� and compute

the test statistic tmax���
 from �	�
� If the value of the test statistic exceeds a pre�

speci�ed critical value C an outlier is detected at the observation for which the

t�statistic of �� is maximized �in absolute value
� say �� �

�iii
 De�ne the outlier corrected series e�t as e
�
t � et for t �� �� and

e��� � e�� � ��� �	�


�iv
 Return to step �i
 to estimate a GARCH����
 model for the series e�t �

The iterations terminate if the tmax���
 statistic no longer exceeds the critical value C�

��� Critical values

Application of the outlier detection method as described above requires an appropriate

critical value C to determine the signi�cance of the tmax���
 statistic� Table � displays

selected percentiles of the distribution of the statistic under the null hypothesis of no

outliers� for various choices of �� and �� and sample sizes n � 	�� and ���� These

percentiles are based on ���� realizations of the GARCH����
 model ��
 and ��
� with zt

standard normally distributed� The parameters in the GARCH����
 model are estimated

using the ML method as discussed in the previous section� The usual sample standard

deviation of ��t is used to estimate �� in ���
�

� insert Table � about here �

It is seen that the percentiles of the distribution of tmax���
 depend rather heavily on

the parameters in the GARCH model�

� insert Figures � and � about here �

Figures � and � contain scatterplots of the tabulated percentiles against the kurtosis of

�t� as given by ���
� It is seen that for �� � �� the relationship is close to linear� We �nd

�



that the deviations from the linear relationship for higher values of the kurtosis can well

be explained by the values of �� and �� in the GARCH����
 model� Hence� we consider

the regression

dPC�	n � b� � b��� � b��� � b��� � �t� �		


where dPC�	n is the ��� � �th percentile at sample size n� as shown in Table ��

� insert Table � about here �

Least squares parameter estimates are shown in Table �� The adjusted�R� values sug�

gest that the �t of this simple equation is almost perfect� To determine the appropriate

critical value in practice� in case one has approximately 	�� or ��� observations� we there�

fore recommend that one estimates a GARCH����
 model� computes the implied kurtosis

of et� ��e� and computes the appropriate critical values using �		
� Before we turn to

an investigation of the empirical performance of this strategy� we �rst give some further

remarks�

� insert Table � about here �

To examine the e�ect of parameter estimation on the distribution of the tmax���
 statis�

tic� Table  shows percentiles of this distribution obtained under the assumption that the

parameters in the GARCH model are known� Comparing these percentiles with the ones

given in Table � makes clear that the e�ect of estimating the parameters is not dramatic�

The di�erence between the corresponding entries in the two tables usually is less than ����

This suggests that an alternative method to obtain appropriate critical values is to

consider the following bootstrap procedure� First� bootstrap samples are generated from

the GARCH����
 model with the parameters that are obtained from �tting such a model

to the observed series� Next� the outlier detection statistic is computed for the arti�cial

series without estimating a GARCH model �but instead using the parameter estimates

as obtained from the empirical time series
� Upon repeating this B times� the resultant

empirical distribution of the tmax���
 statistic can be used to judge the signi�cance of the

value of the test statistic that is found for the empirical time series� For example� the

p�value of this statistic is the fraction of bootstrap samples for which the outlier detection

statistic is larger than the empirical statistic� A similar procedure is suggested by Hotta

and Tsay �����
�

�



To examine the usefulness of this procedure� we perform the following experiment� We

generate series �t of length n � 	�� from the GARCH����
 model ��
���
 with � � �� for

the combinations of �� and �� considered in the previous section� A GARCH����
 model is

estimated and the outlier detection statistic is computed� Using the parameter estimates�

we generate B � ��� replications from a GARCH����
 model� and compute the outlier

detection statistic without re�estimating the model� The p�value of the empirical statistic

is then given by

�p �
�

B � �

BX
i��

I�timax���
 
 tmax���
�� �	


where timax���
 denotes the test statistic for the i�th bootstrap sample� If this procedure is

�approximately
 valid� it should give correct size on average� Put di�erently� the p�values

obtained according to �	
 should be uniformly distributed on the interval ������

� insert Figure � about here �

Figure � shows p�value discrepancy plots based on ��� replications� Based on these

plots� we conclude that the bootstrap procedure works reasonably well�

��� Empirical power

To investigate the empirical power of the proposed outlier detection procedure� we apply

the method to arti�cial series generated according to the procedure outlined in Section

	� with the following di�erences� We consider a more extensive set of values for the

parameters �� and �� in ��
� In addition to the combinations used before� we also set

���� ��
 � ����� ���
� ��������
� ���	����
 and �������
� Furthermore� besides the case of

a single outlier occurring halfway through the sample� we also consider the case where

multiple outliers occur� at � � bn�c� bn	c and bn�c� The magnitude of the outliers is

varied among � � f� �� �g� while the outlier is restricted to have the same sign as �� � All

experiments are based on ���� replications�

The results for the experiment involving a single outlier at � � bn	c are shown in

Table �� The columns headed �Detection� contain rejection frequencies of the null hypoth�

esis of no outliers at the �� signi�cance level using critical values determined according

to the bootstrap procedure outlined previously� with B � ��� bootstrap samples� The

fraction of replications for which the outlier is located correctly is reported in columns

��



headed �Location�� Note that these numbers do not take into account whether or not the

null hypothesis is rejected by the test statistic� Corresponding �gures conditional upon

rejection are �even
 closer to �� Finally� columns headed �Magnitude� report the mean and

standard deviation of the estimate of the �absolute
 magnitude of the outlier j�����
j� where
again these numbers are computed using all replications� irrespective of whether or not

the test statistic is signi�cant the selected �� signi�cance level�

� insert Table � about here �

The results in Table � suggest the following conclusions� The empirical power of the

test increases with an increase in the magnitude of the outlier� Second� when the sample

size increases� the power gets smaller� This is intuitively plausible as it becomes more

di�cult to detect an outlier in larger samples as its e�ect becomes less apparent� Third�

the method does not seem to face many problems with locating the outlier� Finally� the

estimate of the value of � seems rather precise� indicating that replacing the relevant

observation with an outlier�corrected observation� using �	�
� is a sensible strategy�

� insert Tables 	 and � about here �

The results for the experiment involving multiple outliers are shown in Tables � and ��

In this experiment� the outlier detection procedure is applied in an iterative manner� That

is� after estimating a GARCH����
 model� the tmax���
 is computed� and the observation

for which the statistic is maximized is corrected� using the associated estimate of the

magnitude of the outlier ��� Next� new estimates of the parameters in the GARCH����


model are obtained from the corrected series� and so on� Table � contains the fraction

of replications for which k outliers are detected� based on a �� signi�cance level� for

k � �� 	� � Note that the number of replications for which at least one outlier is found

can be obtained by summing the fractions for k � �� 	 and � For example� for the

DGP with �� � ����� �� � ���� and n � 	��� at least one outlier is detected in ���

�� ���	� � ��� � ����
 � ���
 of the replications� As in the previous experiment� this

percentage increases as the magnitude of the outliers increases� Also� as � gets larger� the

frequency of detecting 	 or all  outliers increases�

The columns headed �Location� in Table � contain fractions of replications for which

the test statistic in the k�th iteration is maximized at one of the outlier locations for the

��



experiment with � � � For larger values of �� and�or conditional upon detection of an

outlier these fractions all are very close to unity� As expected� the ability to locate an outlier

correctly is largest in the �rst iteration� Note however that the fraction of correct location

does not decrease all that much as k increases� Finally� the columns headed �Magnitude�

contain means and standard deviations of the estimate of the outlier at the k�th iteration

�again these �gures are based on all ���� replications
� The estimated magnitude of the

outlier is largest in the �rst iteration� as could have been expected�

��� Extensions

Our proposed method remains valid if the �t�s are shocks to a time series yt� that� for

example� is described by an ARMA�k�l
 process subject to innovation outliers �IO�s�� that

is�

��L
yt � ��L
�t� �	�


y�t � yt � �
��L


��L

It�t � � �
� �	�


where ��L
 � ����L���L
�� � � ���kL

k� ��L
 � �� ��L� ��L
�� � � �� �lL

l� and where

the conditional variance of �t evolves according to the GARCH����
 model ��
� Notice

that �	�
 and �	�
 can be combined to give

��L
y�t � ��L
��t � �It�t � � �
� �	�


from which it follows immediately that for the residuals of the observed time series et �

���L
��L
�y�t it still holds that et � �t � �It�t � � �� Hence� the results obtained above

continue to hold in this case�

Notice that the procedures of Tsay �����
 and Chen and Liu ����
 applied to yt do

not work in the presence of GARCH� As et � �t � �It�t � � � � zt
p
ht � �It�t � � ��

it is intuitively clear that observations for which the conditional variance ht of the core

process �t is larger are more likely to be identi�ed as IO�s than observations for which ht

is small� By using the transformation vt � e�t � ht� we e�ectively �attempt to
 eliminate

this in�uence of ht�

In contrast� the analysis of additive outliers �AO�s� in an ARMA model with GARCH

errors is much more cumbersome� For example� consider the case where the ARMA�k�l


process yt is observed with occasional AO contamination�

y�t � yt � �It�t � � �
� �	�


�	



with yt as de�ned in �	�
� De�ne the lag polynomial ��L
 � � � ��L � ��L
� � � � � as

��L
 � ��L
���L
� The residuals et can be obtained from et � ��L
y�t � ��L
�yt��It�t �

� �
 � �t � ���L
It�t � � �� or in more detail

et � �t for t � ��

e� � �� � ��

e��j � ���j � �j� for j � �� 	� � � � �

For the conditional variance computed with et according to ��
 it then follows that h
e
t � ht

for t � � � and

he��� � �� � ��e
�
� � ��h

e
�

� �� � ����� � �
� � ��h�

� h��� � ����
� � 	��� 
�

he��� � �� � ��e
�
��� � ��h

e
���

� �� � ������� � ���

� � ���h��� � ����

� � 	��� 



� h��� � �������
� � 	��� 
 � ���

��
� � 	�������
��

and in general

he��j � h��j � ��

j��X
i��

�j���i���
i �

� � 	�i����i
� for j � �� 	� � � � � �	�


where �� � ��� De�ne again vt � e�t � het � Then

vt � �t for t � �� �	�


v� � e�� � he� � ���t � �
� � h� � �� � �� � 	��� � ��


v��j � e���j � he��j

� ��t�j � ��
j�

� � 	��j���j � h��j � ��

j��X
i��

�j���i���
i �

� � 	�i����i


� ���j � ��
j�

� � 	��j���j � ��

j��X
i��

�j���i���
i �

� � 	�i����i
 for j � �� 	� � � � �

��


Even though �	�
���
 establishes the relationship between vt and �t� it is not clear how

this can be exploited to obtain an estimate of � or a statistic which can be used to test

whether � � ��

�



The fact that we have to interpret the outliers as de�ned in ��
���
 as IO�s in a regression

or time series model �and not as AO�s
 is not a drawback � given the use of GARCH

models� it seems that the main interest lies in capturing the �second moment
 properties

of the shocks �t� Innovation outliers �or the outlier de�nition in ��
���

 then describe the

situation where occasionally an aberrant shock occurs� which seems a natural possibility

to consider in this case�

� Application

In this section we apply our outlier detection and correction method to �� years of weekly

returns ����������
 on the stock markets of Amsterdam� Frankfurt� Paris� Hong Kong�

Singapore and New York� which amounts to approximately ��� observations� We use

weekly data for ��������� to evaluate the out�of�sample forecast performance of condi�

tional volatility with GARCH����
 models estimated on the series before and after outlier�

correction�

� insert Table � about here �

Table � displays the estimated location of potential outliers and their magnitude for the

� series under consideration� where a �� signi�cance level is used to asses the signi�cance of

the outlier detection statistic� Clearly� all series seem to have outliers around the October

���� stock market crash� We �nd � or 	 outliers for � series� and � aberrant observations

for Singapore�

� insert Table � about here �

In Table �� we present parameter estimates for GARCH����
 models �tted to the series

before and after outlier correction� where the locations and magnitudes of these outliers are

given in Table �� Comparing these estimates� one can notice that the di�erences between

the parameter estimates can be as large as ��	�� �see for example ��� for Frankfurt and Hong

Kong
� This suggests that quite di�erent forecasts can be obtained from the two estimated

GARCH models� The estimated skewness and kurtosis in the �nal two columns of Table

� indicate that the scaled residuals become �closer to normal� after outlier correction�

� insert Table � about here �

��



Finally� in Table � we present some evidence that GARCH����
 models for outlier�

corrected returns yield improved one�step�ahead forecasts of conditional volatility� With�

out exception� we �nd that outlier correction give signi�cantly more accurate forecasts�

For example� correcting only 	 obsevations ����	������ and ���	������
 in the New York

stock returns series results in a 	�� reduction of the median squared prediction error�

� Concluding remarks

In this paper we proposed an adaptation of the Chen and Liu ����
 method to detect

and correct for outliers in the GARCH����
 model� We generated critical values for the

relevant test statistic� Monte Carlo simulations suggested that our simple method works

well in settings which are relevant for practical purposes� Our empirical results showed that

correcting for only a few outliers yielded very di�erent parameter estimates and signi�cant

improvements in out�of�sample forecast performance�

��
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Table �� Percentiles of distribution of tmax���
 statistic for detection of outliers in
GARCH����
 models

n � �	 n � �		
� � �	� �	� ��� ��� �	� �	� ��� ��� K�

	��	 	��	 ����� ����� ����� 	�� ���� ���� ���� �� ���	
	��	 	��	 ����� ����� ����� 	��� ����� ����� ����	 ��� ���
	��	 	��	 ����	 ���	� ����� ���� ����� ���� ����� ��� ����
	��	 	��	 ��	 ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����� ��	� ����
	��� 	��	 ���� ���� ����� ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ���
	��� 	��	 ���� ����� ����� ���	 ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
	��� 	��	 ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����� 	�� ���� ����
	��� 	��	 ����� ����� ����� ��� ����� ��	 ��� ����� ����
	�	 	��	 ���� ���� ���	� ��	� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
	�	 	��	 ���� ����� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ��� ���� ����
	�	 	��	 ����	 ����� 	��� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����	 ����
	�� 	��	 ����� ���� 	��� �	�	 ���	� 	��� ��	� ��� ��	
	�� 	��	 ����� ����� ���	 ��� ����� ��	� ���� �	��� ����
	��	 	��	 ����� ���� ���� ����	 ����	 ���� ��� ����� ��		

Percentiles of the distribution of the tmax
��� statistic 
	� for detection of outliers in the
GARCH
���� model 
���
��� The table is based on �			 replications� with parameters estimated
with ML� The �nal column shows the kurtosis of �t as implied by the GARCH
���� model�

Table 	� Parameter estimates for equation �		
� relating per�
centiles of the empirical distribution of tmax���
 statistic to ���
�� and ��

n � �	 n � �		
�	� �	� ��� ��� �	� �	� ��� ���

b� ��� ��	� ���� �� ���� ���� ���	 ���

	���� 
	���� 
	��� 
����� 
	���� 
	���� 
	���� 
�����

b� ��		 ����� ���	 ����� ����� ���� ����� �����

����� 
�	�� 
���� 
����� 
����� 
��� 
���� 
�����

b� ���� ���� �� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����

	���� 
	���� 
��	� 
��� 
	���� 
	��	� 
��	�� 
�����

b� 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� ��	� ���� ��� ���

	�	�� 
	��� 
	���� 
	���� 
	�	�� 
	���� 
	���� 
	���

R
�

	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	���
�� 	��� 	�� 	�� 	�� 	��� 	�� 	�� 	��	

Estimates of the parameters in 
�� based on the percentiles given in Table
�� Standard errors are given in parentheses�

��



Table � Percentiles of distribution of tmax���
 statistic for detection of outliers in
GARCH����
 models

n � �	 n � �		
� � �	� �	� ��� ��� �	� �	� ��� ��� K�

	��	 	��	 ����� ����� ����� ��	� ����� ����� ����� ��� ���	
	��	 	��	 ����� ���� ���� ���	 ����� ����� ����� ��� ���
	��	 	��	 ����� ����� ����� ���	 ����� ����� ����� ��� ����
	��	 	��	 ��� ����� ����	 ��� ����� ����� ����� ���� ����
	��� 	��	 ��� ����� ���� ��� ����� ����� ���� ���� ���
	��� 	��	 ���� ���� ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� ��	� ����
	��� 	��	 ���� ���� ����� ���� ����� ����� ��	� ���� ����
	��� 	��	 ����	 ����� ����� ���� ����� ��	� ���� ���	� ����
	�	 	��	 ���	 ����� ���� ���� ���� ����	 ���	 ���	 ����
	�	 	��	 ���� ���	� ���	� ���� ����	 ����� ��� ���� ����
	�	 	��	 ����� ����� 	��� ���� ����� ���� ���� ����� ����
	�� 	��	 ����� ����	 	��� ����� ���� ��	 ���� ��� ��	
	�� 	��	 ����� ����� ���� ���� ����	 ���� ���� �	�		 ����
	��	 	��	 ��� ���		 ���� ���� ����� ���� ���	 ����� ��		

Percentiles of the distribution of the tmax
��� statistic 
	� for detection of outliers in the
GARCH
���� model 
���
��� The table is based on �			 replications� with parameters assumed
known� The �nal column shows the kurtosis of �t as implied by the GARCH
���� model�

��



Table �� Properties of outlier detection procedure � single outlier case

Detection Location Magnitude
�� �� � � � � � � � � � �

n � �	
	��	 	��	 	��� 	�� ��		 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��	 ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ���	


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���	 ����


	���� 
	��	� 
	��	�
	�	 	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ��� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	�� 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��� ���� ����


	��� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	�	 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��	 	��� ��� ���� ���	


	���� 
	���� 
	����

n � �		
	��	 	��	 	��	 	��� ��		 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	��	� 
	��	�
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	�	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��� ���� ����


	���� 
	��	� 
	��	�
	�	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��	 ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	�� 	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ��		 ��� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	��	�
	��	 	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	��� 	��� 	��� ��	� ���� ����


	���� 
	���� 
	����

The columns headed �Detection� contain rejection frequencies of the null hypothesis of no
outliers by the statistic tmax
��� as given in 
	� at the �� signi�cance level� Columns headed
�Location� indicate the fraction of replications for which the test statistic is maximized at
the observation for which the outlier occurs 
irrespective of whether the test statistic is
signi�cant or not�� Columns headed �Magnitude� denote the mean and standard deviation

in parentheses� of the estimate of the magnitude of the outlier 
based on all replications��
Time series of n observations are generated according to the GARCH
���� model� where a
single outlier of magnitude � is added at � � bn	c� The table is based on �			 replications�

��



Table �� Rejection frequencies of outlier detection statistic � multiple out�
liers

� � � � � � � � �
�� �� k �  � �  � �  �

n � �	
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	�	� 	��	 	�	� 	��� 	�	 	�		 	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	�	 	�	� 	���
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	��
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��	 	�	� 	�� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	���
	�	 	��	 	� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	�	 	���
	�	 	��	 	�� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	���
	�	 	��	 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	��	 	�	� 	��
	��	 	��	 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	�� 	��� 	�	� 	���

n � �		
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	�	 	�� 	�� 	��� 	�	� 	�		 	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	�	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�	� 	�		 	���
	��	 	��	 	�� 	��	 	�	 	��� 	��� 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	���
	��	 	��	 	�� 	�	� 	�	� 	�	 	�� 	��� 	�	� 	�	 	���
	�	 	��	 	�� 	�	� 	�	� 	�	 	��� 	�� 	�	� 	�	� 	���
	�	 	��	 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	�	 	�	� 	�� 	�	� 	�	 	���
	�	 	��	 	��� 	�	� 	�	� 	��� 	�	� 	��� 	��� 	�	� 	��
	��	 	��	 	�	� 	�	 	�		 	��� 	�	� 	��	 	�� 	�	� 	���

Fraction of replications for which k outliers are found by iterative detection�correction
procedure� where the statistic tmax
��� as given in 
	� is evaluated at the �� signi�cance
level� Time series of n observations are generated according to the GARCH
���� model�
where � outliers of magnitude � � � are added at � � bn	�c� bn	c and b�n	�c� The
table is based on �			 replications�

	�



Table �� Location and magnitude of outlier estimates �
multiple outlier case

Location Magnitude
�� �� k �  � �  �

n � �	
	��	 	��	 	��� 	�� 	��� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	�� 	��� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��	 	��� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	�� ��� ��	 ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	�	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ��� �� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	�	 	��	 	��	 	��� 	�� ��� ��� ��	


	���� 
	��	� 
	���
	�	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� ��� ���


	��� 
	��� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��	 ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	����

n � �		
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	�� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	�� ���	 ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	���
	��	 	��	 	��	 	��	 	��� ��� ��� ���


	���� 
	��	� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	�� 	��� 	��� ���	 ��	 ���


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	�	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� ��� ���


	���� 
	���� 
	����
	��	 	��	 	��� 	��� 	��� ���� ��� ���


	��� 
	���� 
	����

Columns headed �Location� indicate the fraction of replications for
which the test statistic in the k�th iteration is maximized at the
observation for which the outlier occurs 
irrespective of whether the
test statistic is signi�cant or not�� Columns headed �Magnitude�
denote the mean and standard deviation 
in parentheses� of the
estimate of the magnitude of the outlier in the k�th iteration 
based
on all replications�� Time series of n observations are generated
according to the GARCH
���� model� where � outliers of magnitude
� � � are added at � � bn	�c� bn	c and b�n	�c� The table is
based on �			 replications�

	�



Table �� Detected outliers �at the ��
signi�cance level
 in weekly returns on
stock indexes

Exchange Date ��
Amsterdam ������� ������

������� �����
Frankfurt

������� ������
Paris

������� �����
Hong Kong

������� ������
������ ������

Singapore ������� ������
������� �����
������ �����
����� �����
������� ����

New York ������� ������
������� �����

Location and magnitude of detected outliers
in GARCH
���� models for weekly stock in�
dex returns� estimated for the sample January
�����December �����

		



Table �� Estimates of GARCH����
 models for weekly stock returns� be�
fore and after outlier correction

� �� �� �� SK�z K�z

Amsterdam
Before ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

����� ������ ����� �����

After ���� ��� ��� ��� ���� ����
����� ����� ���� �����

Frankfurt
Before ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����

����� ������ ����� �����

After ��� ���� ��� ���� ��� ����
����� ������ ����� ����

Paris
Before ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ����

������ ������ ����� ����

After ���� ���� ��� ���� ���� ����
������ ������ ����� �����

Hong Kong
Before ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����

������ ������ ����� �����

After ���� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����
������ ����� ���� �����

Singapore
Before ���� ���� ��� ���� ����� ����

����� ������ ���� �����

After ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����
����� ������ ����� �����

New York
Before ���� ��� ��� ��� ����� ����

����� ����� ����� �����

After ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ����
����� ����� ����� �����

Estimates of GARCH
���� models for weekly stock index returns� yt � 
 � �t� with
�t � zt

p
ht and ht � �����

�

t�����ht��� Models are estimated for the sample January
�����December ����� Standard errors based on the outer product of the gradient are
given in parentheses� The �nal two columns contain the skewness and kurtosis of the
standardized residuals �zt � ��t�h

����
t �

	



Table �� Relative forecast performance of GARCH����
 models for weekly stock
returns� after outlier correction against no correction

Exchange MSPE MedSPE DM�Q� MAE MedAE DM�A�
Amsterdam ��� �� ���� ��� �� ����
Frankfurt ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����
Paris ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����
Hong Kong ��� �� ���� �� �� ����
Singapore ��� ��� ���� ��� ��� ����
New York ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� ����

Forecast performance of GARCH
���� models for weekly stock index returns� yt � 
� �t� with
�t � zt

p
ht and ht � � � ���

�

t�� � ��ht��� Models are estimated for the sample January �����
December ����� One�step ahead forecasts are made for ���������� True volatility is measured
as yt � y� where y is the mean return over the estimation sample ���������� Columns headed
MSPE� MedSPE� MAE and MedAE contain ratios of the criteria for the model after outlier
correction relative to the model before outlier correction� Columns headed DM
Q� and DM
A�
contain the test statistic of Diebold and Mariano 
������ based on quadratic and absolute loss
functions� respectively�
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a� �� � 	�� �� � 	�� 
b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure �� Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � 	�� observations�
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a� �� � 	�� �� � 	�� 
b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure 	� Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � 	�� observations�
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b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure � Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � 	�� observations�
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b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure �� Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � ��� observations�
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b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure �� Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � ��� observations�
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a� �� � 	�� �� � 	�� 
b� �� � 	�� �� � 	��


c� �� � 	��� �� � 	�� 
d� �� � 	��� �� � 	��

Figure �� Empirical distributions of ML�estimates of �� for the contaminated GARCH����

model ��
��
 for series of n � ��� observations�

�




a� �	� 
b� �	�


c� ��� 
d� ���

Figure �� Scatterplot of percentiles of the empirical distribution of the tmax���
 statistic
�	�
 for the detection of outliers in the GARCH����
 model ��
���
 versus the kurtosis� for
series of n � 	�� observations�

�




a� �	� 
b� �	�


c� ��� 
d� ���

Figure �� Scatterplot of percentiles of the empirical distribution of the tmax���
 statistic
�	�
 for the detection of outliers in the GARCH����
 model ��
���
 versus the kurtosis� for
series of n � ��� observations�

	



Figure �� p�value discrepancy plots for bootstrap�with��xed�parameters procedure� based
on ��� replications of n � 	�� observations� and B � ��� bootstrap samples� Series are
generated according to the GARCH����
 model ��
���
 with � � � and ���� ��
 � ���	� ���

�solid line
� ���	����
 �long dashes
� ��������
 �short dashes
 and ��������
 �dotted line
�




